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CHARACTER AND DISTINCTIVENESS
Ah! seaweed smells from sandy caves
And thyme and mist in whiffs,
In-coming tide, Atlantic waves
Slapping the sunny cliffs,
Lark song and sea sounds in the air
And splendour, splendour everywhere.
Sir John Betjeman’s Cornwall

Located on ‘the Cornish Riviera’, Newquay, with its dramatic clifftop setting, is widely known for its spectacular beaches, surfing and
invigorating holiday atmosphere. It is a lively and diverse town with a
distinctive character, a well preserved core and a many-layered history.
The town also has many charms that are not immediately revealed, such
as quiet garden lanes and quirky 'look-outs'. It has an unspoilt sandy
harbour where fishermen unload their nets at high tide, providing a rich
source of seafood.
To capitalise on some of the finest and safest beaches in Cornwall, a new
International Surf Centre at Fistral Beach has recently opened, with surf
retail and hire facilities, changing rooms, a beach café, tourist information,
a surf history museum, restaurant and creche as well as being home to the
British Surfing Association. It is open all year round and has reinforced
the town's reputation as the surfing capital of the UK. In the evening the
town comes alive with a host of restuarants clubs and bars, catering to a
range of tastes.
Coastal walks are popular in the bracing sea air, high up on the Peninsula
Path above Newquay, from which a wide variety of secluded coves and
caves can be explored. The rich
flora and fauna includes rare plants,
unusual sea birds and even occasional
sightings of dolphins. Bicycle hire
allows a wider network of lanes
and tracks to be explored, whilst
more adventurous pursuits include
climbing, abseiling, 'coasteering'
and 'blokarting'.
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THE RIGHT INGREDIENTS
Newquay is Cornwall’s foremost tourist town and accommodates 25% of
Cornwall’s average annual visitors. The resident population of the town
is 22,000. In summer the population reaches approximately 100,000,
with 750,000 visitors over the whole year. 64% of visitors stay overnight.
Most visitors to the Eden Project stay in Newquay. Tourists spend over
£300 million per annum in Newquay– around £100 million stays in the
local economy.

eden-project.co.uk

The Eden Project

The Lost Gardens of Heligan

In addition to the high season, Newquay has an active year-round
economy. For example, the privately owned Lusty Glaze Beach,
focuses on accredited training courses, corporate events and education
in schools during the winter months. There are currently a number of
major regeneration proposals, including creation of a new town square,
the redevelopment of substantial car park areas and creation of world-class
beach facilities. A five-year programme of environmental improvement,
part of a well-funded transportation strategy, is making significant changes
to the town.
Newquay has a busy airport with regular low cost flights to and from
London Stanstead and Gatwick. There are also regular train and coach
services.
A number of significant private investors are pursuing ventures that will
help strengthen and diversify the economy of the town.

Air Links

Road Links
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5 ESSENTIAL QUALITIES
1 A Unique Location

Reaching to the exposed Pentire Peninsular,
the rugged North Cornwall coast forms the
dramatic backdrop to Newquay. The sea has
always been the raison d’être of the town. First
through fishing, then through the transportation
of Cornwall’s natural resources and, latterly, as
a seaside resort.

2 A Dynamic Place

The distinctive character of Newquay has
emerged from centuries of interaction with the
environment using available resources as well
as civic and religious aspirations. Economic
and cultural patterns have also found physical
expression. The pattern book aims to elucidate
some of the many different qualities that
contribute to the uniqueness of the town.
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3 Diverse Scale

The size of individual buildings in relation to
each other gives hierarchy and meaning to the
townscape. Greater scale can be important where
a building is conveying civic meaning, whilst
the general stock of houses are likely to be of
a relatively smaller, domestic scale. Oversized
buildings of little distinction can have a disastrous
impact on the established architectural coherence
of a town. Miniature or fragmented buildings can
have a similar detrimental effect.

4 Vibrant Colour

Colour can be a simple way of adding liveliness
and variety to a building, street or terrace. The
vibrant effects that can be achieved through the
use of colour are appropriate to the character
and seaside location of Newquay, although
some caution is required in its application to
avoid gaudiness.

5 Local Materials

The characteristic palette of materials used in
the construction of the town, mostly originate
from the locality and contribute to the other
qualities here described. The area is 'mineral
rich'. Materials of local origin help define a
sense of place and assist the built environment to
harmonise with the natural landscape. The choice
of materials determines the range of colours to
be found and suggests certain combinations. A
building with larger stones may, for example,
give a greater impression of size than one built
using smaller stones or rubble.
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10 PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPMENT
The Pattern Book will serve as a resource to guide new development
according to the following ten principles:

A Public Consultation

Any development will evolve through proactive
public consultation and participation will
contribute throughout so as to enable reviews.

B

Master Plan

A Master Plan to integrate a mix of public spaces,
street types and building types, based on public
consultation will be resolved and approved by
the community before Phase One is released for
detailed design, planning and development.

C

Sustainability

The Master Plan will address sustainability in its
broadest sense and provide environmental, social
and economic framework solutions.

D

Local Identity

The development will reflect local identity. It
will capture the spirit of the Newquay’s urban
fabric yet not be afraid to re-interpret. The tool
to achieve this will be the Newquay Pattern Book
which will be shaped by local consultation and a
Building Code. In tune with the Master Plan these
documents will regulate the development.

E

Cornish Resources

The use of local resources will be preferred so as
to assist the local economy, reflect local identity
and meet sustainability objectives.

© Leon Krier

F Indigenous Needs

The primary purpose of the development is to
meet local needs. These needs are to be identified
and understood through public consultation and
enquiry and will be addressed in the Master Plan.
A sense of community will best be established
by conceiving a development which responds to
local needs and thereby is occupied by a resident
population.

G

Relationship with Newquay

The new development will forge strong physical
connections so as to strengthen the town and
present social infrastructure. However, as a
genuine mixed-use sustainable development,
it will be able to meet daily needs. It will be
distinctive as a place but evocative and closely
related in appearance to the wider town.
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H Environmental
Assessment

Impact

All development impacts upon the environment.
That impact will be measured so as to inform the
Master Plan and the design. The aim will be to
minimise or mitigate impact and where possible
to procure enduring benefits.

I

Efficient Land Use

As a diminishing resource land must not be
wasted. The development will be fit for the future
and capable of adaptation to meet changing
needs. It will be urban in form and confident
about density and height. Public spaces will be
tightly enclosed and a new urban edge will be
defined but the development need not necessarily
be finite.

J Viability

The development will have commercial integrity
and as part of its sustainable ambitions seek to
provide an economic microclimate that occupies
and helps retain its community in good heart for
the long term.
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COMMUNITY PATTERNS
Evolution of the Town
The history of Newquay can be divided into distinct phases, each of which has a
particular character in relation to the urban design, building type and the materials.
Newquay

Growth Area

Growth Area

TOPOGRAPHY

PRINCIPAL ROUTES

From the Bronze age to the nineteenth century, Newquay was a primarily a fishing
village. The area around Fore Street and Central Square formed the heart of this
village. The development of the harbour in the 1840s, together with the subsequent
arrival of the railway and the increasing popularity of seaside holidays signalled the
start of a new phase in the history of the town which, with the arrival of the large hotels
on the cliff tops, expanded rapidly to the East around the bay. More recently, the “….
glorious beaches, romantic caves and rocks below the villas…great breakers on Fistral
Bay….two miles of translucent surf on shiny sand” so enthusiastically described by
John Betjeman have continued to attract holidaymakers which in the summer swell the
winter population of the town from 22,000 to over 100,000 people. In recent years,
the town has continued to expand both East and West along the coast and to the South
of Newquay bay.

1780
Newquay is a small fishing village on the
coast with a number of tiny hamlets on
the hills around.
1888
J.T. Treffry has bought the manor of
Newquay. The town is thriving with
Newquay Silver and Lead Mine in
production, a larger pier and numerous
prosperous farms. A tram line has been
constructed from the south coast to the
harbour via a timber viaduct over the
Trenance Valley for horse drawn carriages,
so that Treffry can transport copper ore
from his mines there to the harbour in
Newquay. He is transporting copper to
South Wales, as the seas around Lands
End are too treacherous. However, the
pilchard industry has collapsed and so
other forms of income are needed.

TOWN DEVELOPMENT
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1908
The viaduct has been replaced with a
stone and iron structure so that the railway
could be brought to Newquay, replacing
the tracks for horse drawn carriages. The
area is increasingly popular with tourists
who can now travel there quickly, many
of whom are staying for long periods of
time, or settling permanently. Tourism has
become the prime industry, and a large
scale building programme is underway to
provide enough housing for this growing
town. This is still largely arranged along
the coastal road with most houses having
either direct or oblique sea views.

1938
Newquay has continued to grow as a
holiday resort and interwar building has
meant that the town now stretches much
further inland to the river and along the
roads to St Columb Minor in the east and
Pentire in the west.
1963
Residential areas have enlarged to run
continuously from the harbour to St
Columb Minor, with much of Newquay’s
development now inland. The coastal
areas which were previously residential
are almost entirely commercial and
service industries catering fro the tourist
industry.
1983
Development has continued south towards
the river Gannel, forming a horse shoe of
countyside between Trevithick Manor
and St Columb Minor. Development is
now entirely inland, several miles from
the coast.
1992
Further infill development has taken place,
but at a much slower pace than previously
as Newquay maintains its size, sustained
by a strong tourist industry and the
popularity of surfing.
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PURPOSE OF THE PATTERN BOOK
It is undisputedly evident that a great part of every man’s
life must be employed in collecting material for the exercise
of genius. Invention, strictly speaking, is little more than a
new combination of those images which have been previously
gathered and deposited in the memory:
Nothing can come of nothing:
He who has laid up no materials can produce no combinations.
Sir Joshua Reynolds, an address to the Royal Academy

View from A

A
NEWQUAY

This Pattern Book is intended to guide development in Newquay in a way that
will strengthen the built character of the town as a whole. It specifically addresses
a new growth area currently proposed on the site that has been identified to the
east and southeast of Newquay, bounded by Henver Road to the north, Trevenson
Road to the west, the Quintrell Downs Road to the east, and the A3095 to the
south.

View from B

By identifying forms and characteristics of successful urban and architectural
typologies within Newquay, as well as in cohesive settlements nearby, the Pattern
Book is intended to encourage transformations of existing patterns. It suggests
how urban patterns may extend into new areas and thereby reinforce the best
of the existing with the new. Within the extended urban fabric, in addition to
housing, the book also anticipates other essential elements of a truly sustainable,
mixed community, such as shops, workshops and light industrial units, a place
of worship, a school and even a new railway station.

GROWTH AREA
Farm Land

Chapel
Stream
Falls

B

The Pattern Book gives town planners, architects and builders a resource of
typologies and details for the design of urban spaces and buildings that both
stem from and reinforce local character. It serves as a bridge between distinctive
indigenous building patterns and the requirements of a vibrant, expanding
town.
This approach is consistent with the aims of the recent Framework Action Plan.
New development should contribute to the revival of Newquay in a recognisable
and lasting way.

Connections with
existing urban
fabric

Falls

Farm Land
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PRINCIPLES FOR NEW URBAN SPACE
Planning shapes where we live and work. Good planning is
crucial to the development the country needs, to make sure it is
sustainable, well designed and actually improves people’s quality
of life. I want to see new buildings which satisfy the needs of
those who live and work within them and reflect the character
of the area.
Keith Hill, Planning Minister, Feb 2004

The Maturing of Newquay
The Victorian-Edwardian core of Newquay, measuring a mere 50 hectares,
serves now as an urban service centre for a vast residential suburbia, 12 times
its size. It is evident that future urban extensions cannot go on adding single
use suburbs onto an historic core, which is already bursting at the seams, during
the high season.
The size of the growth area corresponds roughly to 40% of the present townsurface and it offers an opportunity for Newquay to become, within the next 20
years, a prestigious and mature seaside resort. The extension will be a new town
of its own, made of several urban villages and hamlets. It will, beyond its own
needs, help relieve the historic area, providing schools, shops, services, leisure
and industrial facilities to make Newquay into an all year activity centre.

Masterplan Sketch

Leon Krier

The overall master plan which is illustrated here as an outline sketch will ensure
that future growth will help give Newquay an organic shape, easily understood
and used because adapted to its unique topography and use. The corridor foreseen
for the future by-pass will provide a definitive urban edge to the south and east,
relieving the town from through-traffic. A new north-south avenue, linking
Henver and Bodmin roads will form the urban backbone of the growth area. It
will complete an urban ring to Newquay formed by Cliff Road, Hever, Trenance,
Trecoggan and Bodmin roads. At a right angle to the north-south avenue, the
Chapel Stream linear park and lake divides the growth area in an east-westerly
direction providing an important geographic and pedestrian link to the historic
core, the central beaches and port area.
A new railway station will be located on the intersection of the rail-line and
north-south avenue.
Together with the existing roads and streets these new geographic circulation
and leisure corridors will from a legible urban network, articulating Newquay
into manageable and clearly identifiable urban villages and hamlets; providing
prominent locations for schools and community buildings, ensuring the
pedestrian proximity of bus and rail stations, of everyday uses and places of
employment.

Leon Krier, 2004
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USING THE PATTERN BOOK
The Pattern Book is not intended to be proscriptive but rather to provide
a useful framework that subsequent planning and design processes can
incorporate, select, revise and add certain elements; moving from the
macro scale to medium and micro scales of consideration. In so doing
they can better provide continuity for the next chapter of Newquay’s
development and ensure that the particular character of the town is
strengthened.

Urban Patterns (Section B)
Urban
Typologies

The Pattern Book first sets out to identify some of the key patterns of urban
form and public space in Newquay. This part of the study analyses the
scale and character of the various street and block typologies to promote
an organic extension of the town, with appropriate scale and density.

Building Typologies (Section C)
Building Typologies

Details, materials
and colour

Logically proceeding from the former, an analytical study of the massing,
scale, proportions and details of individual buildings, will help ensure that
buildings of suitable character and scale are woven into the new urban
fabric in a consistent and natural way.
The first page on each building type analyses the building as a whole.
This may be followed by details that are specifically relevant to that type.
Towards the end of Section C a number of pages set out common factors
and details that are shared between a number of building types. In addition
to details such as oriel windows, gables and ridges theses pages include
analysis of materials, colour, and mouldings.

Town Landscape Patterns (Section D)
Boundaries, plants
and hard surfaces
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The walls, planting and fixtures of streets play an important role in
cementing individual buildings and streets together. These local and
regional characteristics give cohesion and continuity to the whole.
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URBAN MATRIX Page Key for Coordination of Urban and Building Types
SECTION B URBAN SPATIAL TYPES
SECTION C
BUILDING
TYPES

Churchyards
and
Cemeteries

1B

Central
Square

Town High
Street

Village High
Street

2B

3B

4B

Hotels and
Railway
Forecourts

5B

Sea Front
Streets

Town
Residential

Resort
Residential

Village
Residential

Parks and
Leisure

Garden
Lanes

Back Courts

Farmyard
Clusters

6B

7B

8B

9B

10B

11B

12B

13B

KEY

Public
Buildings

1C
Commercial
Purpose Built

Predominant

2C
Mixed Use
Purpose Built

Quite Frequent

3C
Mixed use
Modified

4C

Occasional

Train Stations

5C
Hotels

6C
Villas

7C
Buildings with
Verandahs

8C
Double
Fronted
Houses

9C

Two-Bay
Houses

10C
Cottages

11C
Industrial

12C
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